
Things Just Got A Whole Lot Sweeter At Anderson Regional Health System’s Labor & Delivery Unit

Anderson Regional Health System welcomes newborns into the world by playing lullabies over their new CyberData 
Paging Endpoints

Established in 1928 and located in Meridian MS, Anderson Regional 
Medical Center offers the compassionate care to which patients have 
grown accustomed. Going that extra step, and playing a sweet lullaby 
to welcome a newborn and also announce to the staff a baby has 
safely arrived into the world is an example of Anderson Regional’s 
mission and values, and we thank them for using CyberData’s 
endpoints in such a wonderful way.

Showing creativity and a desire to make newborns and their new families welcome, Anderson installed CyberData 
devices to play a lullaby every time a baby is born.

So it was with great interest when CyberData received 
the call from Pat Sanders in Information Technology at Anderson with this wonderful 
idea: Facilitate  a solution to play lullabies over speakers in Labor & Delivery every time a 
baby is born.
What a great idea! 
Using the 011146 SIP Paging Server w/Bell Scheduler, and four 011393 SIP Speakers in 
Labor Delivery, they were able to facilitate this great idea seamlessly. Adding an Auxiliary 
Analog Speaker off of a SIP Speaker is a cost-effective way to increase coverage. When a 
baby is born, a staff member picks up the phone, enters an extension and the lullaby is 
played over the speakers. 
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“It was a seamless process, easy to install, 
and the staff is really happy about hearing 
the lullaby play every time a baby is born.” 
- Pat Sanders, Information Technology,  
Anderson Regional Health System

The birth of a baby is one of the most amazing events in life, and Anderson’s goal is 
to help make that experience special and memorable from the
moment soon-to-be parents arrive. 
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http://www.andersonregional.org
http://www.cyberdata.net
https://www.cyberdata.net/collections/sip/products/011146
https://www.cyberdata.net/collections/sip/products/011393
https://www.cyberdata.net/collections/accessories
https://www.cyberdata.net/collections/sip/products/011393
https://www.cyberdata.net/collections/sip/products/011146
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